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- Take screenshots and save them as various formats - Open a window to specify a region to screenshot - Highlight the wanted region and perform a
screenshot - Create a screenshot without any borders - Take screenshots of a window and not a region - Capture the desktop using the desktop toolbar
- Take screenshots of a window or of a selected area - Create screenshots of a specific window - Take screenshots of an entire screen - Save the
screenshot to the default folder - Take a screenshot of selected areas and not a region - Take the screenshot of an application - Take the screenshot of
the active window - Take the screenshot of an arbitrary window - Take the screenshot of a specific region - Take the screenshot of an arbitrary region
- Take the screenshot of a specific window and save it - Take the screenshot of an arbitrary window and save it - Take the screenshot of an
application and save it - Remove Aero effect from Vista and Windows 7 systems - Add a border to the screenshot - Scale the width and height of the
screenshot - Capture the screenshot of the desktop - Capture the screenshot of the desktop toolbar - Create a screenshot of a window and not a region
- Create screenshots of a window and not a region - Take the screenshot of the entire screen - Remove the current selection - Crop the screenshot to
the currently selected area - Crop the screenshot to a specific region - Crop the screenshot to a specific window - Make the desktop a screenshot of
the entire screen - Make the desktop a screenshot of a window or of a region - Make the desktop a screenshot of an application - Save the screenshot
to the default folder - Save the screenshot as a specific format - Take the screenshot of a selected area and insert Exif comments - Take the
screenshot of a window or of a selected area and insert Exif comments - Take the screenshot of an application and insert Exif comments - Take the
screenshot of the entire desktop and insert Exif comments - Take the screenshot of an entire screen and insert Exif comments - Take the screenshot
of an application and insert Exif comments - Copy a screenshot to the clipboard after capture - Delete the screenshot after capture - Save the
screenshot as a specific format - Create a screenshot of the desktop toolbar - Take the screenshot of the desktop toolbar - Take the screenshot of a
specific window - Take the screenshot of an arbitrary window - Take the screenshot of a specific window
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Allows for simple key repetition of the current file. Highlights all lines containing the specified string or phrase Match case-sensitively, ignoring the
current file's case Ignore blank lines Can run from a source directory Runs only on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1 and 10 (32 or 64 bits) You can
specify several keywords for highlighting. Each keyword can be a single word or a phrase separated by a comma. Note: Due to compatibility reasons,
this plugin uses the currently selected text and not the current selection. The string, keyword or phrase is searched line by line and the matched lines
are highlighted. You can either select a line by clicking on it, or you can highlight the lines in the area by specifying a start and end address. Type:
Plugin WordPress: Requirements: Version: 1.8 1.9 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 Latest Installation: 1. Upload the zip archive to the
/wp-content/plugins/ directory 2. Activate the plugin through the 'Plugins' menu in WordPress Licence: GPL Supported: All main browsers (Firefox,
Opera, Chrome, Internet Explorer, Safari) GPL Description: GPL is a Free and Open Source license for software and other mediums, which allows
the copyright holder to relicense it later as per their wish Our Featured Plugins FAST Read Only Plagiarism Checker Plugin by Gpwpl The FAST
Read Only Plagiarism Checker Plugin by Gpwpl is the very latest plagiarism checker plugin by Gpwpl. The plugin will help you to check for
plagiarism in your WordPress website or blog. The plugin will scan every piece of content and will give you a score as well as recommendations in
order to avoid any plagiarism issues on your website. The plugin will work on different types of articles such as the post, pages, and gallery. You can
quickly check any piece of content in any of these 3 parts of your WordPress website or blog. The plugin will list all the copied content and its links,
and you will get 77a5ca646e
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Similar software shotlights: - MiniCap X - Portable program for taking screenshots - MiniCap - A lightweight and easy-to-use application for
capturing screen shots. - MiniCap - A lightweight and easy-to-use application for capturing screen shots. Similar download links for Portable
MiniCap on Softpedia:

What's New in the Portable MiniCap?

A standalone Windows application that enables you to quickly capture screenshots from the screen using command-line arguments or a graphical
users interface. It is characterized by a minimalist graphical users interface, coupled with an intuitive command-line mode, plus a wide range of
functionalities that can be used either for taking screenshots from a specific object or area, or for compressing the resulting pictures. Software usage:
You can launch Portable MiniCap either from the Windows Start menu or from a removable storage media, in order to grab screenshots either using
the basic graphical user interface or the command-line arguments. The latter enables you to capture the screen, plus an application window, for
instance, a specified region of interest, or a particular type of interface, such as a shortcut to a program, etc. Furthermore, you can also capture the
system desktop, which can be useful when you want to save a whole session, as well as grab images that can be useful for your own purposes, such as
window screenshots for e-mail or document embedding. Portable MiniCap works perfectly on all Windows systems, from Windows Vista and
Windows 7 up to Windows XP and Windows 2000, as well as on Linux systems. In order to take the screenshots, Portable MiniCap uses a mouse
pointer so that you can use the command-line arguments to specify the objects to capture, including the aero mode in Vista and Windows 7 systems.
Moreover, you can also specify a particular region to capture and the source image file to write to in your disk. The command-line arguments can also
enable you to resize the captured image, add a border to it, or convert it to Black&White or even from B&W to RGB. Furthermore, Portable
MiniCap enables you to insert Exif comments into the files you generate, for instance, the date, the time, the current location and so on. Moreover, to
make the application more convenient for you, you can easily copy the file to your clipboard after capture. Furthermore, Portable MiniCap features a
built-in option to save the grabbed pictures to a specified destination folder. Portable MiniCap does not use a temporary folder, so you can grab the
pictures from a removable media to avoid overwriting the files in the host computer. Moreover, Portable MiniCap enables you to export the files to
GIF, TIF, PCX, PNG, BMP, JP2 or PDF formats, thus enabling you to save the captured files with a standard quality in any compatible program.
Functionalities: - Efficiently takes the screenshots of the entire desktop, plus the current window or a specific region of interest, as well as the object
on the screen; - Quickly compresses the grabbed images into several formats and saves them to a user-defined destination folder; - Quickly saves the
target images into the clipboard for immediate usage in any application, such as Microsoft Word,
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System Requirements:

Operating System: Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10 Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10 Processor: Intel
Core i3 / Core i5 / Core i7 Intel Core i3 / Core i5 / Core i7 RAM: 4 GB 4 GB Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible with Pixel Shader 5.0 / OpenGL 4.0
compatible card with Shader Model 3.0, shader feature level 1.2 DirectX 11 compatible with Pixel Shader 5.0
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